
Hop Rabbit Hop
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/483986907

An 8-lane Highway with six speeding cars

The rabbit has to cross a busy motorway to
collect carrots in the field opposite. There are cars
coming from both directions as you navigate the
rabbit across the eight lanes to pick up one carrot
at a time and bring it back to this side. Use the
arrow keys to cross the motorway, dodge the
traffic, collect carrots and survive to win.

1. the 8-lane Highway Backdrop
You may export the backdrop from this project
to your computer and upload it to your own
project. To draw your own backdrop the 20px
grid in the Backdrop library ( by name Xy-grid-
20px ) will be helpful. Add to the 8 lanes, the
carrot-field on top and the green verge at the
bottom. In all, that is 10 evenly spaced rectangles
the height of the stage. Each will be about 36
pixels in height  (that’s 360 ÷ 10).

the Sprites

Accuracy will make it easier to get the coding
right. When you are coding the arrow keys you
need to change y by 36 to move the rabbit UP
and by -36 to move it back DOWN with each
carrot. Crossing each lane safely earns a point in
the scoring.

2. Backdrop Connection with Scoring

point in direction 90

when key pressedup arrow

change y by 36

change 1score by

Rabbit

Export the Rabbit sprite from this
project to your computer and upload
it to your own project. OR, draw
a rabbit from circles and ellipses
in the Paint Editor.

3. The Instructions  are the startPage sprite

Rabbit Left-right Right-left Carrot 1 Carrot 2

Carrot 5 Carrot 6 Carrot 7 Carrot 9Carrot 8

Carrot 10
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startPagestartButton

There are two cars, one moves left-right and one
moves right-left. Clones make up the other cars
(4 left-right and 4 right-left). You may export the
cars from this project to your computer and
upload it to your own project, or use cars from
the Sprite library or create your own. There are
4 scripts on each car (see next page).

4. the Cars (two sprites)

There are 10 carrots. Each has 3 scripts (each
script is almost identical). You may export the
carrots from this project to your computer and
upload it to your own project, or find a suitable
sprite in the Sprite library or create your own.

5. the Carrots (10 sprites)



When the variable visible is False it refers to the
game backdrop, which is not visible to play on.

2. The Starter sprite’s Code

6. the startPage sprite &
    the Start Button sprite

startPagestartButton

You need to make 6 variables. When the green flag is
clicked the startButton should be in front of the
StartPage. The player can read the instructions and then

press the button to start the game and the instructions should
disappear. The instructions are visible long enough to read
them. If the player needs to read them again during the game
it should to make them re-appear.

when clicked

go to front layer

go backward layers1

show

startPage

when clicked

go to front layer

show

switch costume to costume 1

set to FALSEvisible

Variable 1

visible

broadcast game background

when this sprite clicked

set to TRUEvisible

hide

repeat 4

switch costume to costume 1

switch costume to costume 2

wait seconds0.1

wait seconds0.1
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Script 1 of 2
on startButton

Script 2 of 2
on startButton

Script 1 of 3 on startPage

when key pressedspace

if thenTRUEvisible =

show

wait seconds1

hide

wait until space pressed?key

Script 2 of 3 on startPage

game backgroundwhen I receive

hide Script 3 of 3 on startPage

When the green flag is clicked the startPage goes
to front and then back one layer. The startButton
goes to the front, so it can be seen and clicked.

START

startPage



startPage

startButton

startPage
Script 1 of 3 on startPage

Script 2 of 3 on startPage

Script 3 of 3 on startPage
startPage

startButton

Script 1 of 2 on startButton Script 2 of 2 on startButton

startButton
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Carrot 1


